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The talks at the onferene presented a broad view of urrent researh on 4-manifolds.

Partiular emphasis was plaed on the interrelation of three- and four-dimensional geom-

etry.

One foal point thus onsisted of various Floer-type invariants: In a series of three talks,

P. Ozsvath and Z. Szabo presented 3- and 4-manifold invariants onstruted by the use

of holomorphi disks in on�guration spaes. Other aspets, inluding Manolesu's stable

homotopy piture, were outlined in various other researh reports.

Low dimensional sympleti and ontat geometry was another foal point of the onfer-

ene with talks for example on open book deompositions and on tight ontat strutures.

Other talks addressed the interplay of 4-manifold theory with omplex geometry, stable

homotopy and L

2

-homology theory.
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Abstrats

Legendrian Knots

John Etnyre

In this talk I will disuss what is urrently known onerning the lassi�ation of Legen-

drian knots in tight ontat three manifolds. Spei�ally, I will desribe the lassi�ation

of Legendrian torus and �gure eight knots and then explain some general "struture theo-

rems." The �rst struture theorem desribes how the lassi�ation of reduible Legendrian

knots an be understood in terms of the lassi�ation of its prime summands. It is a little

surprising that using this theorem one an onstrut many Legendrian knots that are not

determined by their lassial invariants. The seond struture theorem says that under

ertain irumstanes Legendrian knots in a abled knot type an be lassi�ed if a Legen-

drian lassi�ation for the unabled knot type is known. Finally, I will indiate how to use

onvex surfae theory to prove these results.

Knotted urves in omplex surfaes

Sergey Finashin

Theorem: For any d � 5, there exist in�nitely many surfaes F

i

� C P

2

homoeomor-

phi to and realizing the same homology lass as non-singular urves of degree d, with

�

1

(C P

2

nF

i

)

�

=

Z=d, but pairwise non-di�eomorphi as pairs (C P

2

; F

i

). This answers a

long-standing problem.

The surfaes F

i

are obtained from an algebrai urve A by a version of rim-surgery of

Fintushel and Stern, applied along a 0-framed annulus membrane on A. Non-existene of a

di�eomorphism is deteted by Seiberg-Witten invariants in the overing spaes X

i

! C P

2

branhed along F

i

.

This theorem an be generalized and applied to simply onneted algebrai surfaes X

with a urve A admitting a degeneration to an irreduible urve with a unique singularity

of the type X

g

(four non-singular pairwise transverse branhes), with A �A > 16.

Indeed, one an de�ne rim-basi lasses �

i

, for an embedded surfae F ,! X, lying in

H

1

(F )

�

=

H

1

(F ). These lasses (1) distinguish di�eomorhpism types of embeddings F ,!

X, (2) provide adjuntion inequalities for membranesM on F : ��(M) �M �M+ j�M ��j.

The basi lasses �

i

an be viewed as di�erenes of the relative basi lasses in XnN(F ),

where N(F ) is a tubular neighborhood of F .

Seiberg-Witten Floer theory for rational homology 3-spheres

Kim Froyshov

We de�ned irreduible and equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer homology groups of oriented

rational homology 3-spheres with a spin- struture. While the equivariant group is an

invariant of the oriented spin- manifold, the irreduible Floer group depends in addition

on the hamber of the metri and perturbation form, whih we label by a rational number.

This additional parameter runs through a oset mod Z.

The irreduible Floer groups ome with some extra struture (u-map, and interation

with the reduible ritial point), whih we use to onstrut a group homomorphism from
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the spin- rational homology obordism group onto the rational numbers. This invariant,

whih has analogues both in instanton Floer theory (of integral homology 3-spheres) and

in the Ozsvath-Szabo Floer groups, onstrains the 4-manifolds that the homology 3-sphere

in question an bound. As an appliation we showed that if a simple lens spae L(p; 1),

p > 1, bounds a smooth rational homology 4-ball then p = 4 (and L(4; 1) does bound).

P. Kronheimer pointed out that the same argument proves that L(p; 1) is not rational

homology obordant to any integral homology 3-sphere unless p = 4.

Spin 4-manifolds with b

1

> 0

Mikio Furuta

In this talk I tried to explain that one should onsider the up produt onH

1

to formulate

the geography of 4-dimensional losed spin manifolds. In a joint work with Y. Kametani,

H. Matsue and N. Minami, we showed that a spin 4-manifold with the same rational

ohomology ring as K3#K3#T

4

does not have any S

2

� S

2

summand. A proof of this

statement is given by using a kind of Pin bordism group. An extension of the above

statement to spin 4-manifolds with larger b

2

or b

1

was disussed, whih is a joint work with

Kametani.

Contat strutures, linkings and �brations

Emmanuel Giroux

The goal of the talk was to show that isotopy lasses of ontat strutures on a losed

three-manifold are in one-to-one orrespondene with \stable isotopy" lasses of open book

deompositions. We also desribed some appliations of this result, and in partiular ex-

plained how it applies to answer a question of Harer on �bered links. Finally, we presented

the high-dimensional generalization of the main theorem.

On the Finiteness of Tight Contat Strutures

Ko Honda

In this joint work (in progress) with Vinent Colin and Emmanuel Giroux, we improve on

�niteness results of Eliashberg and Kronheimer-Mrowka to prove the following theorems:

1. On every losed 3-manifold there exist �nitely many homotopy lasses of 2-plane �elds

whih arry tight ontat strutures.

2. On a losed, atoroidal 3-manifold there exist �nitely many isotopy lasses of tight

ontat strutures.

Bounded ohomology of mapping lass groups

Dieter Kotshik

We disussed the omparison map from the seond bounded ohomology in the sense of

Gromov to ordinary ohomology. In the ase of mapping lass groups of losed oriented

surfaes of genus at least three, this omparison map is surjetive but not injetive. The

image is generated by Meyer's signature oyle, and estimating its Gromov-Thurston
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norm is equivalent to proving signature bounds for surfae bundles over surfaes. We

proved suh bounds using sympleti geometry, spei�ally the existene of sympleti

submanifolds Poinar�e dual to the anonial lass of any sympleti struture, see [2℄.

In joint work with H. Endo [1℄, this argument was extended to Lefshetz �brations,

proving that the ommutator lengths of powers of Dehn twists along separating simple

losed urves have linear growth. This shows that mapping lass groups are not uniformly

perfet, and that the above omparison map is not injetive.

At the end of the talk we disussed briey some related work of Korkmaz, Bestvina-

Fujiwara, Farb-Lubotzky-Minsky, and of Burger-Monod.

Referenes

1. H. Endo and D. Kotshik, Bounded ohomology and non-uniform perfetion of mapping lass groups,

Invent. math. 144 (2001), 169{175.

2. D. Kotshik, Signatures, monopoles and mapping lass groups, Math. Researh Letters 5 (1998),

227{234.

Floer homotopy type of rational homology 3-spheres, after Manolesu

Peter Kronheimer

This talk presented the work of Ciprian Manolesu, whih provides a new viewpoint on

Seiberg-Witten Floer homology of rational homology 3-spheres. For the sake of exposi-

tion, the talk dealt with the ase of integral homology 3-spheres: in this ase, for eah

Y

3

, Manolesu onstruts a spae �(Y ) (atually an S

1

-equivariant suspension spetrum),

whose ordinary equivariant ohomology groups should reover the Floer ohomology of Y .

Two properties of � are: (i) if Y = S

3

, then �(Y ) is the sphere spetrum; and (ii) if X

is a 4-dimensional obordism with spin- struture and with �X = Y

2

� Y

1

, then there

is an assoiated map �(X) from �(Y

1

) to �(Y

2

). In the ase that X is obtained from a

losed manifold by removing two balls, �(X) reovers the Furuta-Bauer invariant of the

4-manifold.

The onstrution of �(Y ) uses �nite-dimensional approximation and Conley index theory,

two ideas whih were part of the early development of Floer homology and the related work

of Conley and Zehnder.

S

1

-valued Morse Theory and Seiberg-Witten Invariants of 3-Manifolds

Thomas Mark

We desribe a tehnique introdued by Donaldson for omputing the Seiberg-Witten

invariants of a losed 3-manifold Y having b

1

> 0 by using a irle-valued Morse funtion

� and a topologial �eld theory arising from that situation. We show that the Seiberg-

Witten invariant is equal to the intersetion number of a pair of submanifolds in a produt

of symmetri powers of a slie for �, and use this fat to interpret the Seiberg-Witten

invariant as a ount of ertain gradient ow lines for �. In partiular we verify a onjeture

of Huthings and Lee, leading to an alternative proof of a theorem of Meng and Taubes

relating Seiberg-Witten and torsion invariants of 3-manifolds. Finally, this result suggests

the possibility of de�ning a Floer-type homology theory based on data given by the Morse

funtion, along the lines of reent work of Ozsv�ath and Szab�o.
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Amoebas in dimension 4: omplex urves and surfaes

Grigory Mikhalkin

Given an algebrai variety in the omplex torus (C

�

)

n

one may onsider its amoeba

whih is the image of the variety under the map (z

1

; : : : ; z

n

) 7! (log jz

1

j; : : : ; log jz

n

j). It

turns out that the shape of the amoeba arries a lot of information about the topology

of the variety. In the talk I reviewed the urrent state of knowledge on amoebas as well

as their appliations to topology of real and omplex varieties, in partiular to omplex

surfaes.

Holomorphi disks and invariants for three- and four-manifolds

Peter Ozsvath

(joint work with Zoltan Szabo)

I disussed joint work with Zoltan Szabo in whih we de�ned invariants for three- and

four-manifolds. In my talk I foused mainly on the three-dimensional ase. Start with a

Heegaard diagram for the three-manifold Y , and with splitting surfae � and attahing

irles f�

1

; :::; �

g

g and f�

1

; :::; �

g

g for the two handlebodies (where g is the genus of the

surfae). The invariants are then de�ned by using a suitable variant of Lagrangian Floer

homology in the g-fold symmetri produt of �, relative to the totally real subspaes

�

1

� :::� �

g

and �

1

� :::� �

g

.

Dual deompositions of 4-manifolds

Frank Quinn

A dual deompositon is a desription as a union of two submanifolds, eah of whih is

a handlebody with handles of index � 2. This is somewhat like a Heegard deomposition

of a 3-manifold, but the purposes and avor of the theory are very di�erent than in 3

dimensions, so we avoid use of the same term. Three areas of appliation have been

identi�ed so far:

1) As a general setting for ertain types of knot and link invariants. The links are the

attahing maps of 2-handles in one part of the deomposition, and invariants ome from

algebrai topology of the other part. A perturbative version of the Cohran-Teihner-Orr

invariants arises this way.

2) As a setting for topologial �eld theories in 3+1 dimensions. For some of these, state

spaes of 3-manifolds are de�ned in terms of Heegard deompositions. Dual deomposi-

tions of 4-manifolds seem to be the right notion of bordism for Heegard deompositions.

Spei�ally, half of a Heegard deomposition is a 3d thikening of a graph. Consider joining

two of these by a relative 4d thikening of a 2-omplex. Map this to the interval, with

the two 3d thikenings mapping to the endpoints. Then time slies an be arranged to

generially be thikenings of graphs (slies through the 2-omplex spine). This presents

the bordism as a 1-parameter family (with singularities) of thikenings of 1-omplexes.

3) As a setting for a weak subsitute for standard handlebody theory. Generally handles

an be manipulated to follow algebra, partiularly the hain omplex of the universal over,

but this fails for 2-handlebodies. This means we annot manipulate handle strutures on

half of a dual deomposition if the deomposition is �xed. The weak subsitute is to get the
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desired sort of handle struture by ontrolled hanges of the deomposition. The ambient

manifold is still held �xed.

The leture desribed implementations of the third item.

An invariant of homology obordism

Nikolai Saveliev

We prove the following theorem. Let M be an integral homology 3-sphere whih is

homology obordant to a Seifert �bered one. If the Rohlin invariant of M is non-trivial

then no �nite multiple of M an bound a smooth homology ball.

This is proved by de�ning an integral lift of the Rohlin invariant on the lass of plumbed

homology spheres and proving its homology obordism invariane for (at least) Seifert

�bered homology spheres and their multiples. Suh a lift is de�ned as the Fukumoto-

Furuta invariant for a speial lass of plumbed 4-orbifolds whih are introdued in the

talk.

Equivalently, this lift an be de�ned as the Neumann-Siebenmann invariant, and also

as an equivariant Casson invariant (joint with Olivier Collin) and as a partiular linear

ombination of the Floer Betti numbers.

Sympleti homotopy projetive planes

Ivan Smith

It is a standard onjeture that a sympleti four-manifold homotopy equivalent to the

omplex projetive plane is in fat sympletomorphi to C P

2

. A partial result was proved

by Taubes: if X ' C P

2

and satis�es K

X

� [!℄ < 0 then X is standard. The rux of

Taubes' proof is the onstrution of a sympleti sphere in X, whih he dedues from

\Seiberg-Witten = Gromov". Following joint work with Simon Donaldson, we explained

a new proof of Taubes' theorem, building on the existene of Lefshetz penils. A penil

gives rise to a family of symmetri produts over C P

1

and there is an assoiated Gromov

invariant ounting J-holomorphi setions of this new �bration. We proved (i) that the non-

vanishing of this invariant is enough to onstrut sympleti surfaes and (ii) the invariant

is often omputable - for instane in the ase at hand - by using the Abel-Jaobi map to

redue to families of tori and projetive spaes. At the end we desribed a (speulative!)

parallel programme to prove that if X satis�es 

2

1

= 3

2

and K

X

� [!℄ > 0 then it annot

be a homotopy C P

2

. The strategy is to onstrut at onnexions on X from ones on the

�bres of a Lefshetz �bration.

Holomorphi disks and invariants for smooth 4-manifolds

Zoltan Szabo

(joint work with Peter Ozsvath)

This talk presented a smooth four-manifold invariant F : Spin



(X) �! Z, where X

is a smooth, losed oriented 4-manifold, with b

+

2

(X) > 1. F is ontruted by using an

appropriate handle deomposition of X together with a pairing on the reently de�ned
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Floer-homology groups HF

+

(Y; s), HF

�

(Y; s) where s is a spin- struture over the three-

manifold Y . While HF

+

and HF

�

are de�ned by using a version of Lagrangian Floer-

homology in the g-fold symmetri produt Sym

g

(�

g

) and ounting holomorphi disks with

totally real boundary onditions, the pairing is given by ounting holomorphi triangles.

As one of the appliation of this theory we proved that if Y is a three-manifold that

orresponds to a plumbing tree G, where the oeÆient k

i

of any vertex v

i

satis�es that

k

i

� d(v

i

) (where d(v

i

) denotes the degree of v

i

in G), then it is impossible to embed

Y to a sympleti four-manifold X = X

1

[

Y

X

2

so that b

+

2

(X

1

) > 0, b

+

2

(X

2

) > 0. As

another appliation by using surgery exat sequenes for the Floer homologies, we gave a

ombinatorial formula for HF

�

(Y; s) for a ertain lass of plumbed three-manifolds that

inluded for example all Seifert �bered three-manifolds with b

1

= 0. These are all joint

work with Peter Ozsvath.

Knot onordane and von Neumann �-invariants

Peter Teihner

(joint work with Tim Cohran and Kent Orr)

Using gropes or Whitney towers in the 4-ball, we have de�ned a �ltration of the knot

onordane group given by so alled n-solvable knots. The previously known onordane

invariants, inluding those by Casson and Gordon, only detet whether the knot bounds

a symmetri grope of height 4, i.e. whether the knot is 4-solvable. We have previously

onstruted in�nitely many examples of 4-solvable knots whih are not 5-solvable, showing

that the previously known onordane invariants annot detet the onordane group.

Using the Cheeger-Gromov estimate for the von Neumann �-invariant, we an now show

that there are n-solvable knots whih are not (n+1)-solvable for all n. The idea is to start

with a seed �bred ribbon knot of genus 2, and then infet it with a lot of trefoil knots

whih are tied into urves in the n-th term of the derived series of the ribbon knot group.

Homotopy K3's with several sympleti strutures

Stefano Vidussi

Let M be a smooth 4-manifold. Whenever M admits a sympleti form, it is interesting

to disuss the uniqueness of this form up to homotopies in the spae of sympleti forms

and di�eomorphisms of M . The anonial lass of the sympleti form, lying in H

2

(M;Z),

an help detet inequivalent strutures. MMullen and Taubes provided the �rst example

of a manifold (a homotopy E(4)) admitting 2 inequivalent strutures, following the idea

(that an be impliitely found in some Thurston's papers) of using a link exterior admit-

ting inequivalent �brations, and onstruting from this, via Fintushel-Stern link surgery,

a smooth, simply onneted 4-manifold admitting inequivalent sympleti strutures, dis-

tinguished by their anonial lass.

In my talk I have shown how, building a suitable family of 2-omponent �bered links, it

is possible to produe a family of homotopy E(2)'s whose n-th member admits n inequiv-

alent sympleti strutures. It is neessary, in this approah, to exploit some aidental

di�eomorphism of the link surgery onstrution, whih allow to present the same smooth
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manifold as result of di�erent sympleti �ber sums, induing di�erent sympleti stru-

tures. These are �nally distinguished by their anonial lasses, that an be studied by

analysing the Seiberg-Witten polynomial of the 4-manifold.

Edited by Birgit Shmidt and Markus Szymik
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